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ABSTRACT.   The purpose of this paper is to present some results of harmonic

analysis on the center of the group algebra Z (L   (G)) where G is a locally com-

pact group.  We prove that Z (L   (G)) is a regular, Tauberian, symmetric Banach

*-algebra and contains a bounded approximate identity.  Wiener's generalized

Tauberian theorem is therefore applicable to Z (L (G)).  These results complement

those of I. E. Segal relating to the group algebra of locally compact abelian and

compact groups.   We also prove that if G contains a compact normal subgroup K

such that G/K is abelian, then Z (L   (G)) satisfies the condition of Wiener-Ditkin,

so that any closed set in its maximal ideal space whose boundary contains no per-

fect subset is a set of spectral synthesis.  We give an example of a general locally

compact group for which Z {L   (G)) does not satisfy the condition of Wiener-Ditkin.

Introduction.   The purpose of this paper is to present some results of harmonic

analysis on the center of the group algebra Z(L (G)) where G is a locally com-

pact group.  We prove that Z (L   (G)) is a regular, Tauberian, symmetric Banach

*-algebra containing a bounded approximate identity.   Wiener's generalized Tau-

berian theorem is therefore applicable to Z(L (G)): If M is a closed proper ideal

in Z(L   (G)), then M is contained in a regular maximal ideal.   These results com-

plement those of Segal [17] relating to the group algebra of locally compact abe-

lian and compact groups.

Our results depend strongly upon the theory of groups with "compactness con-

ditions" [4].   The most immediate reason for this (see [11]) is that Z(L (G)) is

nontrivial iff G is an [IN] group (G contains a compact neighborhood of the iden-

tity, invariant under inner automorphisms).  Moreover, we show that, roughly speak-

ing, whenever G is an [IN] group, there is a group G,  satisfying a much stronger

compactness condition (an [FIA] ß group) such that Z (L   (G)) is isomorphic as

a Banach *-algebra to a very well-behaved subalgebra of Z (L   (G j)).   We are

therefore able to restrict our attention largely to groups satisfying strong compact-

ness conditions, for which some structure theory is available [4],
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We recall briefly from [4] the classes of locally compact groups that we shall

need; here G is locally compact and B is a subgroup of Aut (G), the group of

bicontinuous automorphisms of G.

[lN]ß:   G contains a compact B-invariant neighborhood of the identity.

[S/A/]-:   G contains a fundamental system of B-invariant neighborhoods at

the identity.

[FD]B:   The B-commutators {ß(x)x"1:   ß £ B, x £ G\ generate a relatively

compact subgroup of G.

[FC]^:   Every B-orbit B (x) = \ßix): ß £ B\ is relatively compact.

[FIA]B:   B is relatively compact in Aut(G).

When B = /(G) (the inner automorphisms of G) we omit the subscript B; we

shall in general assume B D /(G). We recall also that G is an [F/A]g group iff

G£[FC]B'r\[SIN]B.

The organization of the paper is as follows.   In §1 we state the main results

concerning Z(L (G)) for general locally compact groups and prove several propo-

sitions reducing its study to the case G £ [FlÁ]g.   §2 is devoted to a proof that

ZiL iG)) is regular and Tauberian.   Finally, in §3, we show that the algebra

Z(L (G)) satisfies the condition of Wiener-Ditkin in case G e [FD] ; we also

give an example to show that the condition does not hold for general G.

After this paper was prepared for typing, we received a preprint entitled On

complete regularity of group algebras,   by E. Kaniuth and D. Steiner.   In their

paper they prove our Propositions 2.4 and 2.6, as well as Corollary 2.5.   Their

method of proof, however, is quite different from ours; they introduce a convolu-

tion for functions on %(G) and study the Banach algebra L   («X(G)).

1.   Let G be a locally compact group, and B be a subgroup of Aut(G) with

B 21(G) where 1(G) is the group of inner automorphisms.   Suppose that the ele-

ments of B ate Haar-measure-preserving (this will be valid in all the cases we

study in the paper).   Then we define the B-center of Li(G), Z   (L   (G)), to be the

set of all / e L1 (G) such that fß = / for all ß £ B (where fß(x) = f(ß~ l x)).

Z   (Ll iG)) is a commutative Banach  -subalgebra of L   (G), and is even central,

since the center ZO^ÍG)) of LliG) is exactly ZI(C)iEliG)).  Also, ZB(L\0)

is semisimple, since it admits a faithful   -representation on L   (G).

We recall for future use some facts about B-characters of G, when B 3/(G).

If (P is a continuous positive-definite function on G, then <p defines a strongly

continuous unitary representation 77 of G on a Hilbert space H, with a cyclic

vector a e K such that <pix) = (rr(x)u, a) for all x £ G.   We shall say that <p de-

fines the cyclic representation (K, n, a).  If <p is B-invariant (V    = <p for all

ß £ B) then one can define a continuous unitary representation j8 I-» U iß) oí B

on K such that U iß)jrix) U (ß)~ ' = nißx) foi x £ G, ß £ B; moreover a is B-
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fixed (U(ß)u = u tot all ß) [10, §2].  If V is ß-invariant and   <fi (1) = 1, one

can show [10, 2.7] that the space of B-fixed vectors is one-dimensional iff <p is

an extreme point of the set of all continuous positive definite B-invariant func-

tions of norm < 1.   In this case we say <p is a B-character, and write Ji   (G) for

the set of B-characters (we refer simply to characters, and write J((G), in case

B = ¡(G)).  Any <fi e%   (G) defines a multiplicative linear functional $> on

ZB (L ' (G)): $(/) = f(<f>) = fGf(x)<p(x)dx.   Every B-character is normalized

(tp (l) = 1) so the (Hausdorff) weak-  topology that «X   (G) inherits as a subspace

of Lao(G) coincides with the topology of uniform convergence on compacta of

G [1, 13.5.2].

Suppose now that G is an [FIA]ß group, with B 3/(G).   In this case one

can give other useful descriptions of B-characters.

1.1. Proposition.   Let G be an [FIA]Z group, with B 3/(G).   // <p  is a

continuous nonzero positive-definite B-invariant function on G, then the following

are equivalent:

(i)   <p is a B-character,

(ii)  0 is a multiplicative linear functional on Z   (L   (G));

(iii) <p   satisfies the B-character formula

cfo(x)cfo(y) =   Ç     cfo(x . ß(y))dß
JB~

(dß is normalized Haar measure on the compact group B ).

Moreover, the map C H O is a homeomorphism of %   (G) onto the maximal

ideal space of Z   (L   (G)).   The one-point compactification of ¡X   (G) can be

identified with ¿L   (G) U \0\ in the weak-   topology.

Proof.   The first assertion is contained in Proposition A.A of [10].   The

second follows from results of Hulanicki [7] (see also [10, Proposition 4.12]).

The last assertion is Corollary 4.2 of [10].

We shall show next that the study of Z(L   (G)), G a locally compact group,

may be reduced to the study of Z   (L   (H)), fot an appropriate [F/A]ß group H.

We first assume that G e [/N]ß, with B 37(G).   Let K be the intersection of all

compact B-invariant neighborhoods of 1.  It follows from the proof of Theorem

(2.5) of [4] that K is a compact B-invariant subgroup of G (in particular K is

normal).  Let B ' denote the group of automorphisms of G ' = G/K induced by

B; then B ' DI(G').  Let 6 denote the canonical projection of G onto G .

1.2. Proposition.    With the above hypotheses and notation, G   = G/K is

an [SIN]B group, and the map g h-»g°ö ¿s a72 isometric  -isomorphism of the

Banach algebra Z     (L (G ')) onto Z   (L   (G)).   Moreover, <p (-» tp oQ ¡s a ho-

meomorphism of %     (G ') onto %   (G).
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Proof.   Theorem (2.5) of [4] implies that G/K is an [S//v]ß group.  To prove

the second assertion, we recall some facts from Theorem (28.55) of [6],   Follow-

ing [6], we denote by ? the set of all / £ L   iG) such that / agrees almost every-

where with an L    function which is constant on cosets of K.   It follows from

(28.55) of [6] and its proof that the map gt-* g°6 is an isometric   -algebra iso-

morphism of L   iG/K) onto J C L   (G) and that the inverse is the map /•-»/',

where / ii) = fKfixk)dk idk is normalized Haar measure on K).   To prove the

second assertion, therefore, we must verify: (i) Z   (L   (G)) is contained in j ;

(ii) if / £ ZB (L1 iG)), then f £ZB'iLliG ')); (iii) it g £ ZB ' ÍLl iG ')), then g ° 0

£ ZBiL iG)).    For (i), we show first that if ip is any continuous B-invariant

function on G, and k £ K, then vik) = ^(1).   But if V is a fixed compact B-in-

variant neighborhood of 1 in G and t > 0 is arbitrary, then Vnj/eG: | <p(t)-<p(l)\

< e} is a compact B-invariant neighborhood of 1; hence by the definition of

K, |*>0fe)-^(l)| < f   for all /fee/C.   Since f>0 is arbitrary, <p(k) = <pil).  Now

choose f£ZBiLliG)), and set h = f/\f\l/2 ih(x) = 0 when fix) - 0); then h is

a B-invariant L    function.   Let p denote the right regular representation of G on

L2 (G) (or L » iG)), and let <fi ix) = b"* h(x) = (p(x)h, ¿>. 2,„x  (here h~(x) =

A(x    )).  Then ^ is continuous and B-invariant, so <PÍk) = ipil) for all k£K.

The limiting case of the Schwarz inequality then implies that pik)h = h tot all

k £ K; it follows easily that pik)f = f fot all k £ K.   We conclude from (28.68)

(iii) of [6] that / is equal a.e. to a function constant on K cosets, that is, / £ J.

This completes the proof of (i), while the proofs of (ii) and (iii) are clear; hence

the second assertion is proved.

For the last assertion, let ^  be a continuous positive definite B-invariant

function on G; then for x £ G and k £ K,

\vixk) - <fiix)\2 < 2*»(1) (*(1) - Re Vik)) = 0.

Hence  <p is constant on K cosets.   Thus the map^ H» <P °0, which clearly pre-

serves extremal properties, is a bijection (and a homeomorphism) of 1    (G ) on-

to %BiG).

We remark that one can show, using [10, Corollary 3.4], that K is exactly

the set of x £ G such that <P ix) = 1 for all <p £ %B iG) (compare also [8, p. 336]).

Thus for all practical purposes, the theory of B-characters of [/A/]ß groups (B3

/ iG)) can be reduced to the theory of B-characters of [SIN]B groups.   The follow-

ing easy corollary is stated in Hulanicki [7] for the case B = /(G).

1.3.   Corollary.   Lei G be an [FC]B group, with B D/(G).   Then the map

9 I-» 0 is a homeomorphism of %B iG) onto the maximal ideal space of

ZBiLliG)) irecallthat $(/)=/» for f in Z^L^G))).
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Proof.   G is an [¡N]ß group (see Theorem 2.2 of [9], as well as [16]); hence

1.2 applies.  Since the maximal ideal space of Z     (Ll(G )) can be identified

with %B (G ') (Proposition 1.1), and the map / H»/' is an isomorphism of

ZB(L\G)) onto ZB'(L1(G')), it suffices to prove that fi<P°d) = f'(<fi), tot f e

Z   (L (G)) and  <fi e *%     (G1).   But this is a simple computation.

We now suppose that G ¡s an [IN] group.  Let GQ be the set of all x e G such

that the conjugacy class lyxy"1: y e G\ is relatively compact.   GQ is clearly a

normal subgroup, and since G contains a compact / (G)-invariant neighborhood of

1, GQ is open.  Let B denote the restriction to GQ of the inner automorphisms of

G.   Then B 3/(G0), and GQ is an [FC]ß group.   For feL1(G), let fQ denote the

restriction of / to G. (clearly /n e L  (Gn)).

1.4. Proposition.   Let G be an [IN] group.   With notation as above, the map

/t-»/0 is an isometric *-algebra isomorphism of Z(L   (G)) onto Z   (L (GQ)).   Al-

so, the map <p (-> fl> is a continuous surjection of %(G) onto the maximal ideal

space of Z(LX(G)).

Proof.   By Lemma 2 of [12], every f eZ(L   (G)) vanishes almost everywhere

off GQ.   Therefore / H» /.  is clearly an isomorphism.  Since the maximal ideal

space of Z   (L   (GQ)) is identified with ¡X   (GQ) (Corollary 1.3), the second asser-

tion follows immediately from the fact that ip \-*ip . isa continuous surjection of

1(G) onto %B (G0) [10, Proposition 2.9].

1.5. Corollary.   Let G be a locally compact group.   If Z(L1(G))4 (0), then

there exists an [FIA]g group H, with B 31(H), such that Z(L1(G)) is isomor-

phic as a Banach *-algebra to ZB (L1 (H)).

Proof. The hypothesis implies that G is an [IN] group [11]. Hence the con-

clusion follows from 1.4 and 1.2, where 1.2 is applied to the [FG]B group GQ.

Recall that a commutative Banach *-algebra is symmetric if each multiplica-

tive linear functional is hermitian.

1.6. Corollary.   Let G be a locally compact group.   Then Z(L  (G)) ¿sa

symmetric Banach   -algebra with bounded approximate identity.

Proof.   The first assertion follows from Corollary 1.5, together with the de-

scription (1.1) of the maximal ideal space of Z   (L1 (G)), where G e [FIA]"^ (B D

¡(G)).  For the second assertion we remark that when G e [S/zV]ß, the (suitably

normalized) characteristic functions of compact B-invariant neighborhoods of 1

form a bounded approximate identity for L (G), hence a fortiori for Z  (L (G)).

The following corollary was proved for ableian groups by Porcelli and

Collins [13].
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1.7. Corollary.   Let G be a locally compact group.   Every maximal ideal in

ZiL iG)) is regular and therefore closed.

Proof.   Since Z(Ll(G)) contains a bounded approximate unit, it follows from

Cohen's factorization theorem [6, 32.26] that Z(Ll(G))* Z(lKG)) = ZiLliG)).

The result now follows as in [13].

We now state some other results about Z(Ll(G)), fot locally compact G; the

proof of 1.8, which uses Corollary 1.5 in the reduction to the case of [FIA]ß

groups, will be given in §2.   Recall that a commutative Banach algebra is regular

ii its Gel fand transforms separate points from closed sets (equivalently, compact

sets from closed sets) in the maximal ideal space.   We say that a commutative

Banach algebra is Tauberian [15] (a Wiener algebra in the terminology of [14]) if

the elements whose Gel fand transforms have compact support are dense in the

algebra.   Analogues of the next two results are proved in Willcox [18] in the case

that G is a direct product of an abelian and a compact group.

1.8. Theorem.   Let G be a locally compact group.   Then ZiL iG)) isa

regular Tauberian Banach algebra.

Analogues of 1.9 and 1.10 were proved in [3] for central topological groups.

1.9. Corollary  (Wiener's Tauberian theorem).   Let M be a closed proper ideal

in ZiL iG)).  Then M is contained in a regular maximal ideal.

Proof. Since Z(L (G)) is semisimple, this follows from 1.8 together with,

for example, Theorem 39.27 of [6].

The hypothesis of the next corollary implies that G £ [IN], so that we may

use the results and notation of 1.2.

1.10.   Corollary.   Let f £ Z(L (G)), and suppose f does not vanish anywhere

in jL(G).   Then any element of J can be approximated in L    by linear combina-

tions of translates of f.

Proof«   By 1.2 we may assume that G is actually an [SIN] group, and J =

L   (G).   By 1.4 the Gel 'fand transform of / vanishes at no point of the maximal

ideal space of Z(L (G)); hence by 1.9 the ideal generated by / in Z(Ll(G))

is all of Z(L  (G)).   If T denotes the closed linear span in L    of the set of

translates of /, then T is a closed ideal in L    whose intersection with

Z(L   (G)) is all of ZiL iG)).   Since ZiL (G)) contains an approximate identity

for L !(G), T must be all of L \g).

2.   In this section we present the proof of Theorem 1.8.   The proof proceeds

by a series of reductions to the case of [FD]    groups, and we therefore need some

detailed information about characters of such groups.   It is convenient to use the
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theory of spherical functions to present this information, and we briefly recall

here some facts from [2] and [5] about spherical functions.  Our terminology and

notation differ slightly from that in [5].

Let G be a locally compact unimodular group, and B a compact subgroup

of G.   A function / on G is said to be bi-invariant (with respect to B) if for

each by b2 e B, f(by\b2) = fix) fot all x e G (if f is an L1 function, the last

quantifier should read "for almost all x e G").   Suppose <P is a continuous posi-

tive-definite function on G, defining the cyclic representation (H, ?r, u).  It is

easy to see that a is a B-fixed vector (77(e)a = a for all b e B) if and only if

ifi is bi-invariant.   Hence if we denote by K    the space of B-fixed vectors,

then K   4 (0) iff some continuous positive-definite function associated with tt

is bi-invariant.   In this case we say that rr is of class 1.  Let L' (G) denote the

-subalgebra of L   (G) consisting of bi-invariant functions.   Suppose L" (G) is

commutative, and let <P   be a continuous, nonzero, bounded, bi-invariant function

on G.   Then <p is a spherical function (with respect to B) if the map / y-*

fcf(x)<p(x) dx  is a multiplicative linear functional on L' (G).

2.1. Proposition.   With the above notation, suppose L- (G) is commutative,

and let <P be a continuous positive-definite bi-invariant function on G with

<P(l) = 1.   Then the following are equivalent:

(i)  tt is irreducible;

(ii)  Jv is one dimensional;

(iii) <fi   is a spherical function.

Moreover, the map <p H» ?t is a bijection from the set of positive-definite spheri-

cal functions onto the set of equivalence classes of irreducible unitary represen-

tations of class 1.

Proof.   See [2] and [5, Chapter 10].

2.2. Proposition.   Let G be a locally compact unimodular group, K a com-

pact normal subgroup of G, B a compact subgroup of K.   Suppose that L* (G) is

commutative, and let <P be a positive-definite spherical function on G (with re-

spect to B).  There is an open subgroup S = S(<P) containing K with the follow-

ing properties:

(i)  S((fi) = {x e G: ip(y) 4 0 for some y e xKl

(ii)   The function x H» jK \ <p(xk)\   dk is constant and nonzero on S and zero

on G\S.   iHere dk is normalized Haar measure on K.)

If A is an ordinary one-dimensional character of S, constant on cosets of K

(briefly, À e (S/K)~) let A    denote the trivial extension of A to G (A   (x) = 0

for x e G\S); also suppose that iff is another spherical function on G with re-

spect to B.
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(iii)  If the restrictions <pK and i/r„ to K are equal, then there exists a

unique X £ iS/K)   such that iff = A  <p .

(iv)  // <pK ¿ ipK> then ¡K   <pixk)iffixk)dk = 0 for all x £ G.

Proof.  Let (H, 77, a) be the irreducible unitary representation of G defined

by <p, and let Kj be the closed linear span of {77(»i)a : k £ K\.   For each k £ K,

let TTyik) denote the restriction to Hj of nik); then 77 j is a continuous unitary

representation of K on Hj.   Since K°, the space of B-fixed vectors, is one-di-

mensional and generated by a £ Hj, (Kj)' is also one-dimensional.   Since the

cyclic unitary representation of K defined by <p„ is, up to equivalence, (Hj,

77j, a), it follows from 2.1 that <p „ is a spherical function, tt,  is irreducible, and

therefore Kj is finite-dimensional.   Moreover, any other component of the restric-

tion 7r„ of 77 to K which is equivalent to 77j must also contain a B-fixed non-

zero vector, orthogonal to a, which is impossible; hence the multiplicity of tTj

in 77K must be one.   Let S = Si<p) be the stability group of 77j in G, under the

(continuous) action of G on K by conjugation; since K is discrete, S is open

in G.   Then nK is the orthogonal direct sum of the conjugates (jr.) *, where

x. runs through a complete set of representatives for the coset space G/S.

Moreover 77j is the only representation in the orbit }(t7j) 'j which is of class 1.

Now let K2 be the closed linear span in K of the set ¡77ix)a: x £ S\, and

for x £ S, let 772(x) be the operator tt(x) restricted to JL.   As above 77, is a

continuous irreducible unitary representation of S on K2; 772 is of class 1 (since

a e H,), and Hj C H,.   But the same analysis as above, with S replacing G,

shows that (f72V is 'he direct sum of all the inequivalent conjugates of T7, un-

der the action of S on K.   Since S stabilizes rr,, (i72)K = 77j; that is, H2 = Hj.

Thus for each x £ S,  H j is invariant under 77 (x).   On the other hand, for x £ G\S,

nix) Hj is orthogonal to Kj.   In fact, normality of K shows that 77(x) Kj is

invariant under the operators 77(72) ik £ K), and an immediate calculation shows

that ?7(x) is an intertwining operator for this representation of K on ?7(x)Hj

and the representation (?7j)*~ . of K on Hj.   Therefore 77(x)Hj is the unique

subspace of K on which 77U) acts as (77j)*     ik) for each k £ K, so jr(x)Hj is

orthogonal to Kj.   Thus for k £ K and x £ G\S, <p ixk) = (77ik) a, 77(x_1)a ) = 0,

while foi x £ S, k h* <p ixk) = (t7j ik)u, v) (with v = rrix~ l)u£ Kj, since x e S)

is a coordinate function associated with tTj.   Now (ii) follows immediately from

the orthogonality relations for compact groups, and (i) follows from (ii) and the

continuity of <P.

For (iv), if iff is another positive-definite spherical function on G and ifrK ¿

<pK, then iff„ and <PK ate distinct positive-definite spherical functions on K

and hence (by 2.1) define inequivalent representations 77j and, say, CTj, of K.
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Therefore fK <p(xk) iff(xk)dk = 0 unless x is in S(v) D S(tft), that is, stabilizes

both TTj and a y and if x stabilizes both jTj and ffj then the integral is the inner

product of coordinate functions associated with inequivalent representations of

K.   Assertion (iv) then also follows from the orthogonality relations.

To prove (iii) we observe first that the previous arguments show that if tp„ =

iffy then S(<p) = S(ifr) = S.   Moreover the arguments above also show that in this

case we may take irreducible unitary representations n and a of S on a finite-

dimensional Hilbert space H.  and a vector u e H.  such that:   77 „ = 0"„ = 77,  is an

irreducible representation of K on Hjj <p(x) = (rr(x)u, u)  and \ff(x)= (a(x)u,u)

tot all x e S.  Now for all x e S and k e K we have

ttWVjUVU) = nAx'Xkx) = zj(x)-1771U)o(x).

It follows that each 77(x)o"(x)~    is an intertwining operator for the irreducible

representation 77 j  and hence, by Schur's lemma, n(x) = \(x)o(x) for a unique

scalar A(x) of absolute value 1.  Clearly we have A(xy) = A(x)A(y) and X(k) =

1 for all x, y e S and ke K.   Also  <p(x) = \(x)tff(x) for all x e S.   It follows

that \ is continuous at 1; hence Ae (S/K) .  The uniqueness of A follows from

the description of S in (i).

We now turn to the case of an [F/A]ß group G, where BDI(G).  Let G* be

the semidirect product G   =Gx   B    (where the compact group B   CAut(G) acts

in the natural way), and let B* = {1| x B .   As was observed in [10, §4], there

is a close connection between the theory of spherical functions on G (with re-

spect to B  ) and the theory of B-characters on G.   In fact, it is easy to see

that the map fh* f  , where / (x, ß) = f(x), is an isometric *-algebra isomorphism

of Z   (L (G)) onto L   (G ); in particular, this latter algebra is commutative.

If P is a B-character of G, defining the cyclic unitary representation (H, 77, u)

of G, and the representation U of B , we set 77  (x, ß) = ir(x)U(ß).  Then it*

is a continuous unitary representation of G   , of class 1 with respect to B *,

and K    is one-dimensional.  Therefore the function  <p* on G  .   <p*(x, ß) =

<p(x), is a positive-definite spherical function on G   ; moreover, all positive-

definite spherical functions on G * are obtained in this way from a (unique) B-

character of G [10, p. 297].

2.3.  Proposition.  Let Ge[F¡Á]„, with B 3/(G).   Let K be a compact

B-invariant subgroup, and assume that G/K is B-fixed; that is ß(x)K = xK for

all xeG (in particular G/K is abelian).  Let  <peíX   (G).   Then there is an open

subgroup S = S (v), containing K, with the following properties:

(i)  S = {xeG\ <p(y) 4 0 for some y e xK\.

(ii)  The function x k* L | tp(xk)\2dk assumes a constant value c > 0 072 S,

ana* vanishes on G\S (dk is normalized Haar measure on K).
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For each X £ iS/K) , regard X as an ordinary one-dimensional character of

S, constant on cosets of K, and let X denote the trivial extension of X to G.

Let Wi>p) denote the set of all ifi£%BiG) such that iffK m <PK.

(iii) W(ip) is an open and closed subset of % (G), and the map X H» X <p

is a homeomorphism of (S/K)   onto W(<p) isee also [8, Lemma 4]).

(iv)  If tff£lXB iG), and ipK ¿ tpK, then fK <p(xk) iff ixk) dk = 0 for all xeG.

Proof.  Let G    be the semidirect product G*= G x_ B , with ß" acting in

the usual way; let B*= {(1, ß): ß £ B~\ and K*= \ik. ß): k £ K, /8e B"\ be the

corresponding compact subgroups of G .   K    is a normal subgroup of G   :  in

fact, if (x, a)£G* and ik, ß) £ K*, then

(x, a) (/fe, j8)(x, a)"1 = (x, a) U, l)(x, a)"1 . (x, a)(l, ß)ix, a)"1

= (xa(k)x~l, l)(x . aßa-Hx-1), aßaT1).

Since K is B-invariant (hence normal) in G, the first term is in K , and since

G/K is B-fixed the second term is also in K .  Moreover, it is easy to see that

the inclusion map ;':x—»(x, 1) induces an isomorphism of G/K onto G  /K .

Let <P ix, ß) = ^(x) for ix, ß) e G ; then as we have noted above, <p   is a

positive-definite spherical function on G   , with respect to B .   Let Si<p ) be

the subgroup of G * whose existence is proved in 2.2, and let Si<p) denote the

inverse image in G of Si<P ), under the map /'.   Then S(<p) is an open subgroup

of G, and it is easy to check that (i), (ii), and (iv) follow from the corresponding

conditions in 2.2.

For (iii), we observe first that whenever  <P£%   (G), <PK is actually a BK-

character of K (where BK is the group of restrictions to K oí the elements of

B); this follows immediately from Proposition 1.1 (iii).   The map <p H» <pR is

clearly continuous (in the topology of uniform convergence on compacta) and

XBk(K) = SC(K)/B~   is discrete (see [10, Theorem 5.8]).  Hence W(<p), the in-

verse image of ip ¡, under this mapping, is open and closed.  Now if <p  and iff

ate B-characters of G which agree on K, then <p    and iff    ate spherical func-

tions on G * which agree on K *.   Using 2.2 it follows easily that iff = X   <fi

for a unique X £ (S/K) , so X t-» X~ <P is a bijection of (S/K)   onto W(<p).  On

the other hand, a straightforward argument shows that Xp I-» X uniformly on

compacta of S/K iff A„ <P —» A   <p uniformly on compacta of G, so the map is

a homeomorphism.  Thus the proposition is proved.

2.4.   Proposition.   Let G be an [F/A]g group, with B T>1 (G).   Then

ZB(L   (G)) is a regular commutative Banach algebra.

Proof.   The proof is accomplished through a series of reductions, using the

structure theory for [FIA]B groups of Grosser and Moskowitz [4].  We show
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first that it suffices to prove the theorem when G is compactly generated.  In

fact, let <P0 e %B(G), and let W be an open neighborhood of <P0 in X (G). We must

find / e ZB(L '(G)) such that f(ipQ)4 0, f = 0 outside W.   We may suppose that

W is a neighborhood of the form \<P e %B(G): | p(x)- <t>A.x)\ < e for all x e K\,

where e > 0 and K is a compact set with nonempty interior; we may also assume

that K is B-invariant, by considering if necessary the compact set B (K).   Let

H be the open compactly generated B-invariant subgroup of G generated by K,

and let C = B„ be the group of restrictions to H of elements of B.   Let yQ =

(<P0)H, and for   <p e %  (G), let x ~ VH.   Then Xq and y are C-characters of H

[10, Proposition 2.9], and  *>e W it and only if y e WH = \xfj e %C(H): \iff (x)-yQ(x)|

<e  for all x e K], a neighborhood of  yn   in %C(H). If the theorem is valid

for compactly generated groups, then there exists g e Z   (L (H)) such that

giX0) = 1 and g = 0 on ÍX  (H)\WH.   Let g     be the trivial extension of g to G,

obtained by setting g   (x) = 0 for x e G\H.   Then (g   ) (^) = g (y) for all <fi £

!X   (G), and g   e Z  (L (G)); hence g     satisfies the requirements of the theorem.

We may therefore assume that G is compactly generated.   On the other hand,

to prove the proposition for a given group G and group of automorphisms BDl(G),

it is sufficient to prove the theorem for G and ¡(G).   For suppose this latter

case has already been proved; again let <P0 e <X (G) and let W be an open neigh-

borhood of <P0 in !XB(G).   By [10, Theorem 5.8], we know that the map XH+X*

where  \   (x) = /ß_ x (ßx) dß, maps  %(G)   continuously onto  A   (G).

Let W' = lye %(G): x# e Wl and pick yQ e W' such that Xq = *V   ^ our assumP"

tion, there exists g e Z(L (G)) such that g(xQ) = 1 an¿ g vanishes outside W1.

Let / = ig"*gf; then feZB(L X<G)) and by Fubini's theorem

/V)= S g (g~*g>,f(x)xHx)dx= fc ig-*g)ix)XHx)dx

-fB-\g(xoß)\2dß.

Thus fi<P0) > 0, and if  <p is outside W, fi<p) = 0.

We are therefore reduced to showing that if G is a compactly generated

[F¡A]~ group, then  Z(L <G)) is regular.   It follows from [A, Theorem 3.20] that

Ge [FD] ; that is, G contains a compact normal subgroup K such that G/K is

abelian.   Again let <p~ ej((G), and let W be an open neighborhood of <P0 in ÍX(G).

By intersecting with W(<pQ) (see 2.3) if necessary, we may assume W C W(<pQ).

If S = S((P0) is the subgroup discussed in 2.3, then there is an open neighborhood

U of 1 in (S/K)   which is mapped onto W via the homeomorphism Al-»A   ipQ.   We

now pick g e L Hs/K) such that g(l) = 1, g(A) = 0 for A € (S/K)"\u. Regarding

g as a function on S, we let / = g   <pQ i<pQ is the complex conjugate of VQ).   We

shall show that / satisfies the requirements of the proposition.   In fact, g    e

L (G) and V*0 is bounded, so / e L (G); moreover / is central, since g    is con-
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stant on K cosets and G/K is abelian.   Also,

/(«V = ¡e 8^x)v0(x)<Püix)dx = f$ g(*)|*0(x)|2ax

= Ss/K g(*] Sk \*0{xk)\2dkdx = c ¡S/K gU)í" = C|(l) * °>

where c is the constant in 2.3 (ii).   Finally, if <p £%(G)\W, then either  <p£

W(V0)\W> or <p £ %iG)\wi<p0).   In the first case, <p = A^^0 for some

Xe(S/K)*\i/; hence

/<*) = fs g«M*)| *0(x)|2ax - fs/K g(x)A(x) fK WQixk)\2dkdi

= cg(A)=0

by hypothesis.   In the second case,

fi?) =  fs g(x)^0(x)v>(x)a-x = fs/K gix) fK <pAxk)vixk)dkdx = 0

by 2.3 (iv).   This proves the proposition.

The following corollary was proved for groups of the form A x K, with A

abelian and K compact, by A. Willcox [18].

2.5. Corollary.   Let G be an [FIA]~ group.   Then L '(G) z's completely

regular (in the sense of [15]).

Proof. L (G) is a weakly central Banach algebra (that is, the map M h-»

M n Z(L (G)) is injective from the set of regular maximal two-sided ideals of

L , to the set of regular maximal ideals of Z(L (G))),   as indicated in Proposi-

tion 4.5 of [10].   Since Z(L*(G)) is regular, the result now follows immediately

from [15, 2.7.9].

As in 2.4, the proof of the following proposition is accomplished through a

series of reductions.   We recall that the maximal ideal space of Z  (L (G)) is

just %B(G) (see 1.1) in case G e [FIA]'B with B 21(G).

2.6. Proposition.   Let G be an[FlA]Z group, with BT>I(G).   Then

Z  iL iG)) is Tauberian.

Proof.   We show first that it suffices to consider the case when G is com-

pactly generated.   In fact, let / £ Z iL iG)), and choose g, a continuous B-

invariant function with compact support, such that ||/-g||   j _   is small (this

can be done since the map f h* f , f   ix) = fB-fißx)dß, is norm decreasing,

takes functions into B-invariant functions, and takes continuous functions with

compact support into continuous functions with compact support [10, §l]).   Let

H be the open, compactly generated, B-invariant subgroup of G generated by

supp g.   Let C = Bfl, and (assuming the proposition true for H) find h £

Z  iL (//)) such that ||g-¿||, .       is small, and h has compact support in
L *(n)
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%C(H).   Let b"" be the trivial extension of h to G: h   (x) = 0 for x e G\H.

We claim that ti~" e ZB(L 1(G)), \\g-h"\\   .       is small, and (h^)   has compact

support in A  (G).   The first two assertions are obvious.   For the third, let AC

%C(H) be the support of h, and let K'- \<pelB(G): <PHeK\.  It r: 1B(G) —

%C(H) is the restriction map r(<p) = <PH [10, 2.9], then K'= r~ 1(K).   Moreover,

K ' is compact.   In fact, if we put r(0) = 0, then r: %B(G) U Í0¡ — %C(H) U j0{

is clearly a continuous map in the respective weak- topologies.   Since X  (G)U

{0| is the one-point compactification of XB(G), and similarly for X  (H), r

takes neighborhoods of oo to neighborhoods of oo and therefore compact sets to

compact sets.   Since (h  )   (<p) = h i<PH), (h  )   has its support in K '.

We may therefore assume that G is compactly generated.   On the other hand,

to prove the theorem for a relatively compact subgroup B C Aut(G), B 3/(G), it

suffices to prove the theorem for ¡(G).   In fact, suppose we have proved that the

set of all f e Z(L (G)), such that / has compact support in X(G), is dense in

Z(L !(G)).   Then given g 6 ZB(L !(G)) CZ(L 1(G)), there exists such an / with

||g-/||  small.   But this implies that  Hg-Z^H is small (since / H»/    is norm

decreasing and g is B-invariant), and it is easy to see that ¡Pel  (G): (/  )  (<p)

4 0} is contained in iy  :v£ supp / in %(G)\.  Since x •-» X    1S a contin-

uous map of X(G) onto X  (G) [10, 5.8], (/ )   has compact support.

It therefore suffices to prove the theorem when G is a compactly generated

[FIA]    group.   In this case G can be written as a direct product  V x H, where

V and H have the following properties:   Visa vector group; H is an [FIA]

group containing a compact open normal subgroup K such that H/K is abelian.

We observe first that the functions of the form / ® g (where / ® g(x, y) =

f(x)g(y)) with feLx(V) and geZ(Lx(H)), form a total subset of Z(LX(G)).   In

fact, any h e L (G) can be approximated in L (H) by finite sums of the form

2/. ® g., with fi eL\v) and g{eL \h).  It h e Z(Ll(G)>, then b = A* is

approximated by 2(/¿®g¿)   = 2/¿ ® (g.)" (here * is with respect to ¡(G)).

Hence we need only show that / ® g can be approximated by a function in

Z(L (G)) whose Gel'fand transform has compact support in ¡X(G).   Using Proposi-

tion 1.1 (iii) it is easy to show that the map (iff, <p)\-^> iff ® ^isa homeomor-

phism of V x A(H) onto ÍX(G).   Thus if we can prove the theorem for V and H

separately, its validity for G will follow.  Now the assertion is well known for

V, so without loss of generality we assume G = H contains a compact open nor-

mal subgroup K with G/K abelian.   Let ï = j/eL (G): / agrees a.e. with a

function constant on K cosets!.   We show that functions of the form ftp , where

f e J and ifi e X(G): (i) have Gel 'fand transforms with compact support in X(G),

and (ii) form a total subset of Z(L (G)).   Clearly fip is central since G/K is

abelian.   For (i), suppose iff e%(G), and iffK 4 V K.   Then
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(/Vrty)=   f   f(x)<p(x)iff(x)dx=     z     /Cí)   f   *(x/fetyr(x/fe)a/fe = 0

by Proposition 2.3 (iv).  Hence supp(/v)~ is contained in the set W(<p) = (S(<p)/Kf' v.

Since   K  is open, (S(y)/ K)~ is compact, and ij <p)~ has compact support.

On the other hand, it is easy to show that if ( , ) denotes the usual duality be-

tween L (G) and L°°(G), then f \-* ( , f ) is an isometric isomorphism of Z(L°°(G))

onto Z(L (G))' (where Z(Loa(G)) denotes the space of L°° functions which are

invariant under inner automorphisms).   Thus in order to prove (ii), let iff £ ZiL°°iG))

and suppose  (f<p, iff) =0 for all /eJ and H>£%iG).  Then fiff £ ZiLliG)) and

we have ififf)"i<p) = (fi/r, <P) = </*». iff) =0 for all V£%iG), /e?.   Since

ZiL (G)) is semisimple, fiff - 0 fot all f e ?.  In particular, taking / to be the

characteristic function of an arbitrary coset xK, we conclude iff = 0.   Therefore

\f<f:f£<í and <p£%(G)\ is a total subset of Z(L1(G)).

2.7. Proof of Theorem 1.8.   In view of 1.5, we need only show that Z  (L (G))

is a regular, Tauberian Banach algebra, provided G £ [FIA]B with B DI(G).   This

is the content of Propositions 2.4 and 2.6.

2.8. Remark.   If G is an [FIA]~ group, then Wiener's Tauberian theorem

holds in the following form for L (G):   If M is a proper closed two-sided ideal in

L (G), then M is contained in a regular maximal two-sided ideal of L (G).   In

fact, M n Z(L (G)) is a proper closed ideal in Z(L (G)) (otherwise M would con-

tain an approximate identity for L (G)), hence by 1.9 is contained in a regular

maximal ideal of Z(L (G)).  It now follows from the proof of [10, 4.5] that M is

contained in a regular maximal two-sided ideal of L (G).

3.  In this section we investigate the validity of the condition of Wiener-Dit-

kin for the algebra Z(L (G)).   In general, a commutative Banach algebra A with

maximal ideal space A (A) is said to satisfy the condition of Wiener-Ditkin (WD)

[14, p. 27] if given <p£ A (A), f £ A, with fi<fi) = 0, and f > 0, there exists g£A

such that g = 1 in a neighborhood of <p and ||/g|| < f.   We show now that ii G £

[FD] , then ZiL (G)) satisfies the condition (WD).  We conclude the paper with

an example of a locally compact group G for which ZiL iG)) does not satisfy

the condition (WD).

3.1.   Proposition.   Let G be an [FD]~ group.   Then ZiL (G)) satisfies the

condition of Wiener-Ditkin.

Proof.   Let K be a compact normal subgroup of G such that G/K is abelian.

Suppose <P £ 1 iG), ¡£Z iLliG)) with fi<p) = 0, and ( > 0 ate given.   Let S =

Siip) = {x e G: viy) 4 0 for some y £ xK\ be the open subgroup of 2.3; then the

central L    function f <p is supported in S.   Let h be the restriction of ftp to S,

and let h '  be the L1 function on S/K defined by h'ix) = fKhixk)dk.   Then
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Á*(l) = fs/K b'ix)dx = fs hix)dx = /(*) = 0.

Since S/K is abelian, the condition (WD) holds for L1iS/K) [IA, p. 125]; hence

there exists r' e L iS/K) suchthat ir') m 1 in a neighborhood U oí 1 in iS/K)  ,

and ||A ' * r' ||   , < t.   Let 6: S —♦ S/K be the canonical surjection, and let
I IA l £ l

r = r o 6.  Then h  * r   = (h * t) , and h * r is constant on cosets of K, so

H¿* ̂ (S) = H¿'* f\l(S/K) <e  [6>2&551-   Finely. 1« r" be the "ivial «'

tension of r to a function on G, and let g = (l/c)r v», where c is the constant

value of fK\tpixk)\   dk on S (2.3 (ii)).  We will show that g satisfies the require-

ments of condition (WD) at <p .   It is clear, first, that g e Z(L (G)), since G/K is

abelian.  Second, if we regard each element A of (S/K)   as a function on S, con-

stant on cosets of K, then the map A (-» A    <i is a homeomorphism of U onto a

neighborhood K" of  I» (2.3 (iii)).   For any A   <peW,

g(A» = L  f X(x)Ax)W(x)\2dx = -  f      A(x)r'U)   f   |»(x*)|2A¿*

Thus g = 1 on W.   Finally, /*g is central; hence /*g(x) = fi,Gy-f*g(ß(x))dß

fot almost all x.   Therefore using 1.1 (iii) we have

/ *g(x) = I J/(c)_ Jc /(y)r~(y-1/8(x)My-1j8(x))a'ya'ß

= \ Sc f{y^y~lx) SHG)- vW^Wdßdy

- - L f(y^(y~l*)<(>(y)*(*)dy
C   JG

= 0, x e g\s,

= -tp(x)h *t(x),      x eS.
c

Thus ||/*g||j < c/c.   Since c is independent of e, the proof is complete.

We refer the reader to [14, pp. 20, 28] for the terminology used in the next

corollary.

3.2.   Corollary.  Let G e[FD]~, M a closed ideal in Z(L1(G)\ and fe

Z(L (G)) such that f vanishes on cosp M.   If the boundaries d cosp / and

d cosp M have the property that d cosp / n d cosp M contains no perfect subset,

then f e M.   In particular, any closed set in X(G) whose boundary contains no

perfect subsets is a Wiener set ithat is, a set of spectral synthesis), •

Proof.   Z(L (G)) is a regular Tauberian Banach algebra (1.8) with approxi-

mate identity (1.6) satisfying the condition (WD). The corollary then follows

immediately from Theorem A.6 of Chapter 2 of [14],
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We conclude the paper with an example of a locally compact group G for which

Z(Ll(G)) does not satisfy (WD).   If we let G » R3 x v ¿0(3), where S0(3) is

given the discrete topology and acts on R    in the natural way, then Z(L (G)) con-

sists of the radial L    functions on R    under convolution.   By 6.3 of Chapter 2

of [14], this last algebra does not satisfy (WD).  We do not know, however, whether

the condition (WD) is always satisfied for ZiL iG)) when G £ [FC] .
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